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How corporate treasurers can take
steps to improve payment processing
and lower operational costs
Like many other areas that can affect a company’s bottom
line, corporate treasuries are under increasing pressure to
cut costs in today’s ultra-competitive economic landscape.
One powerful way to help lower costs is the ability to increase payment straight through
processing (STP). In order to avoid costly bank repair fees, corporates need to set up
payments correctly and provide critical data in order for their partner banks to execute
payment instructions without delay. By improving payment processing rates, corporate
treasurers can dramatically improve payment efficiently and cut costs.
In the following pages, we’ll examine the annual cost of correcting returned payment
instructions, and how Accuity can help your organization save money by increasing the
rate of straight through processing—even by as little as 20 percent!
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Increased Quality, Decreased Costs
In order to maximize the potential for higher
STP rates, corporates must collect vast amounts
of bank information, including SWIFT/BICs,
local bank clearing codes and CHIPS UIDs, in
order to effectively process their payments.
Further, the introduction of the Single Euro
Payments Area (SEPA) requires corporates
to attach accurate IBAN and BICs to each
payment that crosses borders with the Euro
area, codes that may not have previously been
used or recorded.
Given the challenge of collecting and
maintaining this volume of information, it is
not surprising that payments are frequently
and even repeatedly issued with incorrect
or incomplete data instructions. While many
corporate treasury departments are wellprepared to face these new realities, others
face a number of significant hurdles.

Fortunately, instead of trying to catch
the mistakes before being submitted for
processing, or simply writing off excess bank
fees as an unfortunate cost of doing business,
there is another option. For those corporates
experiencing less-than-optimal payment STP,
increasing the quality of payments processing
data can significantly improve processing
efficiency and reduce transaction costs.
Accuity offers a range of solutions to allow
corporates the ability to improve efficiencies
in their payment operations and increase STP
levels. For example, many firms are licensing
Accuity’s integrated databases to validate
SWIFT/BICs and local bank routing codes,
thereby providing all the necessary information
to facilitate payment STP for both domestic and
cross-border transactions.

Even for organizations with the staffing and
resources necessary to collect, analyze and
repair incorrect data before being submitted
to the bank, the reduction in bank repair fees is
very likely to be made up in higher personnel or
management costs.
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A Closer Look
Based on Accuity’s experience helping global
corporations of all sizes improve their payment
processing operations, we illustrate below the type
of costs associated with an average 25% reject rate
for incomplete or incorrect payment instructions. In
this example, the annual cost of correcting returned
payment instructions, including reject fees and time
spent, is $617,500.

Annual Cost of Correcting Returned
Payment Instructions

$390,000

+

$227,500

$617,500

annual cost of incorrect
payment instruction
annual cost of correcting
payment instructions
annual cost of correcting
returned payment instructions

This amount may well increase once additional costs
involved in potential late fees that the corporate’s
vendor partner may charge for delayed payments
are considered.
While the above example is hypothetical, it is a realistic
assessment of what is occurring in corporations
globally. The amount of fees paid to compensate
for payments that have failed to clear as a result of
non-STP compliant messages can be substantial—
especially considering these fees are easily avoidable.
By improving payment processing rates, even by a
small percentage, corporate treasurers can cut costs
and improve payment efficiency.

Annual Cost of Returned Payment Instructions
1. A corporate submits 500 payment
instructions to a partner bank daily.
With approximately 260 business days
a year, the annual amount of payment
instructions submitted is:

500
x 260
130,000

payment instructions
business days
annual payment instructions

2. Currently, 25% of the payment instructions
they submit are returned, rejected or
repaired—this amounts to a 75% STP rate.
Based on this, the total number of payment
instructions needing correction is:

(1 - 0.75)
x 130,000
32,500

percent of incorrect payments
annual payment instructions

3. If the cost per transaction that a bank
charges for each rejected item is $12, the
total annual cost in rejected fees alone is:

$12
x 32,500
$390,000

per transaction
annual incorrect payment
instructions
annual cost of incorrect
payment instructions

annual incorrect
payment instructions

Annual Cost of Correcting Payment Instructions
1. Then, there are further costs to manually correct the payment instructions.
Let us assume that a corporate treasury employee needs to spend 15 minutes to
correct each instruction. For 32,500 instructions, the annual cost is:

15
x 32,500

annual incorrect instructions

487,500

minutes or

8,125

/4

minutes

hours annually
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2. Assuming the employee is paid $28 per
hour, the annual cost in time needed to
correct instructions is:

8,125
x $28
$227,500

hours
hourly rate
annual cost of correcting
payment instructions

How Can Accuity Help?
Accuity has more than 150 years’ experience enabling organizations to maximize efficiency and facilitate
streamlined transactions. As the official registrar of ABA Routing Numbers and official provider of both
the Euro Banking Association Priority Payments Scheme central registry and the European Payments
Council SEPA adherence database, Accuity maintains the most authoritative and comprehensive
databases globally. As a result, we provide all the necessary payment routing data required to ensure
that payment messages are created with complete and up-to-date information.
Accuity offers a range of solutions and services to help corporates tackle the challenge of STP including:

Global Payment File™ for ERP Systems
(GPF-ERP)
Accuity’s Global Payment File for ERP Systems
(GPF-ERP) provides information on financial
institutions in over 200 countries and territories,
including all the data required to achieve
STP, for both domestic and global payment
transactions.
This information includes:
Bank head office and branch mailing addresses
SWIFT/BICs
Local bank clearing codes

GPF-ERP is intended for use by multiple
departments and is automatically updated each
month, reducing the complexity of STP and
saving corporates from the timeconsuming task
of collating this information manually.
All information included in GPF is obtained
directly from official sources including
financial institutions and clearing code-issuing
authorities, ensuring that the data is the most
accurate available.
Specifically designed for integration within the
ERP systems used by corporate treasurers, GPFERP also assists in cash aggregation and payroll
operations. By significantly reducing manual
processes, GPF-ERP helps save considerable
costs by reducing errors and the associated risk
of fraud, and in turn, increasing STP rates.

In fact, incorporating accurate bank routing
information into a company’s ERP system
can realize significant increases in the firm’s
payment STP rate. This equates to considerable
savings. [See example on page 7.]

IBAN File
Designed to meet the payment straight
through processing (STP) requirements for
SWIFT’s MT103+ messaging standards, the
IBAN File by Accuity includes the necessary
information to effect a SEPA cross-border
payment for over 60 IBAN compliant
countries/territories.
The IBAN File helps locate connected SWIFT/
BICs for each IBAN for increased efficiency. In
the case where a nonconnected SWIFT/BIC is
present, the IBAN File will provide a connected
SWIFT/BIC to use for payment processing (also
referred to as an “override” SWIFT/BIC).
The IBAN File offers many other points of
information to support cross-border payment
operations, such as addresses, individual bank/
branch codes, ISO country codes and more.
And daily updates provide the most current
information available.
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Bank Master Upload Program

Accuity’s Strategic Services Group

The Bank Master Update Program is a load
program that supports the integration of
Accuity’s GPF-ERP into the Bank Master table
(BKNA) on any SAP®* system.

For companies that do not run an SAP system
and require onsite support for implementing
and testing GPF-ERP, Accuity’s Strategic
Services Group can help.

Accuity’s Bank Master Update Program enables
users of any SAP platform to upload GPF-ERP
data quickly and efficiently into their BKNA and
automatically manage updates to it.

Drawing on a solid foundation of technological
and business experience, Accuity’s
Implementation Services team can assesses
corporates’ individual system requirements
to develop the most efficient approach
integrating Accuity solutions into existing
software and business platforms. We can
also assist with full solution integration,
platform migration or system upgrades
and maintenance, while providing ongoing
consultative and testing support.

Easy to install, the program automatically loads
GPF-ERP, retrieves data files, populates the
ERP system’s entire back end and conducts a
validation check against account numbers.
As a result, corporates can avoid utilizing
internal resources to design, create and test
a load application.
The Bank Master Update Program offers
options on how corporates can load global
bank data into their SAP systems. They can
use the national bank code, SWIFT/BIC or
Accuity file key in GPF-ERP XML as the file key
for the BKNA in SAP. The Bank Master Update
Program is compatible with SAP R/3® 4.6c, SAP
R/3 Enterprise, mySAP 2005 and SAP ERP 6.0.

IBAN ERP
IBAN ERP is designed for use within a SAP
system to validate IBANs for outgoing
payments and customer and vendor master
lists. Using the data contained in Accuity’s IBAN
File, IBAN ERP scrubs beneficiary payment
information to ensure that records requiring an
IBAN have one present and that the SWIFT/BIC
provided is the correct connected SWIFT/BIC
needed for IBAN payment processing.

*SAP, SAP R/3 and mySAP are the trademarks or registered
trademarks of SAP AG in Germany and in several other countries.
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By allowing Accuity to access their current
systems and processes in this way, before
implementing solutions, corporates can
improve not only STP but also workflow
efficiency, customer due diligence and
risk mitigation.

Accuity’s ability to
customize solutions
provided us with the
flexibility we needed to validate
and convert all of our vendor
records. This has allowed us to
save money and become more
efficient.”
Majella Slevin
Manager Treasury Projects / Pfizer

How You Save Money
Experience has shown that by improving the
STP rate by 20 percent—the average increase
experienced by Accuity clients—corporate
treasurers can substantially cut costs and improve
efficiency. In our previous example, such savings
represents $494,000 per year in reduced repair
fees and time spent on errors alone.

Annual Savings From an
Improved STP Rate

+

$312,000

saved in repair fees

$182,500

saved in correcting
payment instructions

$494,000

saved annually from fewer
incorrect payment instruction

Annual Savings from Reducing the Number of Incorrect Payment Instructions
1. A corporate setting up 500 payment
instructions daily, with 260 business days
a year, has:

500
x 260
130,000

payment instructions
business days

2. With 25% of the payment instructions
needing corrections, meaning a STP rate of
75%, the annual volume of items needing
repair is:

(1 - 0.75)
x 130,000

annual payment instructions

32,500

3. With accurate information used in its
ERP system—increasing the STP rate from
75% to 95%— the corporate can reduce the
number of incorrect payment instructions to:

32,500

percent of returned payments

– ((1 - .95)
x 130,000)

annual payment instructions
annual incorrect
payment instructions

26,000

4. Again, at $12 per error, this represents
an annual saving of:

$12
x 26,000
$312,000

per transaction
fewer incorrect instructions
in saved repair fees

5. Also consider the amount of time saved
in not needing to correct these payment
instructions. Assuming that it takes 15
minutes to correct each incorrect payment,
the time spent for 26,000 items would be:

15
x 26,000
32,500
6,500

minutes
fewer incorrect instructions

annual incorrect payment
instructions with a 75% STP rate
annual returned payment
instructions with 95% STP rate
fewer incorrect payment
instructions per year

6. At $28 per hour, for the employee
correcting the instructions, the annual costs
saved to correct instructions is:

6,500

hours

x $28

hourly rate

$182,000

in savings from correcting
payment instructions

minutes saved or
hours saved annually

To Find Out More
At the heart of improved payment efficiency is
the need for accurate payment data at the point
of origination. For corporates experiencing lessthan-optimal payment STP, the key to the success
of improving efficiency and reducing transaction
costs in payment processing lies in increasing the
quality of payments processing data.

For further information, please contact Accuity.
Email: Corporates@AccuitySolutions.com
Telephone: +1 847 676 9600
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GETTING STARTED
For more information get in touch today:
Email: custserv@accuity.com
or go to: www.accuity.com

www.accuity.com
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